Polarons: (first) model of interest: the Holstein Hamiltonian
The simplest lattice Hamiltonian describing electron-phonon (phonons = lattice vibrations) interactions: Eigenstates are linear combinations of states with electron at different sites, surrounded by a lattice distortion (cloud of phonons) in its vicinity. This composite object: electron dressed by surrounding cloud of phonons is called a polaron. We would like to learn its properties: for e.g., the stronger the el-ph interactions are (larger ), the bigger this cloud/deformation is the slower (heavier) the polaron. (Landau, 1933 . Holstein model proposed in 1959 . 
Quantity of interest: the Green's function G(k, ) and the spectral weight A(k, )
If the system is invariant to translations, it is more convenient to work with energy and momentum, then with time and spatial location work with Fourier transform G(k, )
is measured by (inverse) angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy = ARPES weak coupling
How does the spectral weight evolve between these two very different limits?
Calculating the Green's function:
For Holstein polaron, we need to sum to orders well above g 2 / 2 to get convergence. one can sum all the resulting self-energy diagrams:
result is EXACT both for g=0 and for t=0 trivial to evaluate New proposal: the MA (n) hierarchy of approximations:
Idea: keep ALL self-energy diagrams, but approximate each such that the summation can be carried out analytically. (Alternative explanation: generate the infinite hierarchy of coupled equations of motion for the propagator, keep all of them instead of factorizing and truncating, but simplify coefficients so that an analytical solution can be found). 
:
At low energies ~ E GS < -2dt free electron Greens' functions decrease exponentially with distance |i-j| MA (0) keeps the most important (diagonal) contribution. The approximation becomes better the more phonons are present, since the lower -n is, the faster the decay.
Expect ground-state properties to be described quite accurately. (ii) Spectral weight sum rules (see PRB 74, 245104 (2006) for details)
MA (0) satisfies exactly the first 6 sum rules, and with good accuracy all the higher ones.
Note: it is not enough to only satisfy a few sum rules, even if exactly. ALL must be satisfied as well as possible.
Examples: 1. SCBA satisfies exactly the first 4 sum rules, but is very wrong for higher order sum rules fails miserably to predict strong coupling behavior (proof coming up in a minute).
2. Compare these two spectral weights: 0 w 0 -w 0
